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摘  要 

 

無線感知與動態頻譜存取可以使無線用戶共享一個廣泛可用頻譜。在感知無線電網路，次

級用戶被允許存取主要用戶的通道。在本篇論文中，我們考慮通道分配問題在給定的條件限制

下，針對網路運營商之間，在感知無線電網路中達到最大通道分配之吞吐量。接著我們也考慮

可用的通道中的主要用戶的行為，這些可用的通道一次只能分配給一個運營商，然後我們將我

們的問題對應到 0-1 多個背包問題，並將此問題修改成符合我們所求的條件。 

更進一步，我們設計了兩演算法來解決這個問題並將模擬結果表現出來。在第一個演算法

中，我們設計出這個演算法可以非常接近最大的吞吐量。在第二個演算法中，我們設計出這個

演算法可以大大的降低此問題排程的時間複雜度。最後，模擬結果表現出我們所提出來的方法

可以很接近此問題的最佳解。 
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Abstract 

 

Cognitive radio and Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) enable wireless users to share a wide 

range of available spectra. In cognitive radio networks, secondary users are allowed to access the 

channels licensed to primary users. In this thesis, we consider the channel assignment problem as a 

resource allocation problem under some constraints for throughput maximization in cognitive radio 

networks over network operators. We also consider the primary user activity on available channels 

where each operator can be allocated at most one available channel, then we formulate our problem 

as a 0-1 multiple knapsack problem (0-1 MKP) which is a NP-hard problem but the constraint of our 

problem is different from the original problem. 

Moreover, we design two algorithms to solve this problem and compare their performance in 

the simulation results. From the simulation results, we demonstrate that the first designed algorithm 

achieves a high throughput performance, while with high complexity. On the other hand, the 

proposed second algorithm aims at significantly reducing the time complexity while it has only about 

98% throughput performance, compared with the first algorithm. 
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Chapter1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background of Cognitive Radio networks 
 

Current wireless networks are characterized by a static spectrum allocation policy, where 

governmental agencies assign wireless spectrum to license holders on a long-term basis for large 

geographical regions. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [1] assigns spectrum to 

licensed holders, also known as primary users. Recently, because of the increase in spectrum demand, 

this policy faces spectrum scarcity in particular spectrum bands. The inefficient usage of the limited 

spectrum necessitates the development of dynamic spectrum access techniques, where users who 

have no spectrum licenses, also known as secondary users, are allowed to use the temporarily unused 

licensed spectrum. Hence, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques were recently proposed to 

solve these spectrum inefficiency problems. The key enabling technology of dynamic spectrum 

access techniques is cognitive radio technology [2]. DSA is proposed to solve these current spectrum 

inefficiency problems. However, spectrum sharing between primary users and secondary users 

brings us into a great challenge that the secondary users’ activity may cause severe interference with 

the primary users. Secondary users may occupy available bands as long as the corresponding primary 

user is not active, but must immediately evacuate the band as soon as the corresponding primary user 

appears [3]. The frequency spectrum can be shared among primary users and secondary users to 

improve spectrum utilization.  

 

1.2 Review of Related Studies 
 

One of classification for spectrum sharing [3] between primary users and secondary users in 

Cognitive networks is based on the access technology is overlay and underlay spectrum sharing 

mode. Wherein secondary users should stop transmission on the channel once primary users are 

detected is called overlay mode [8, 10]. In [8, 10] define a throughput metric to decide to allocate 

channel to secondary users, these two papers’ main ideal of proposed methods is greedy to assign 

resource depends on factor which is predefined. And wherein secondary users and primary users can 

coexist and share the same spectrum with each other in case the interference caused by secondary 
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users is under the predefined threshold is called underlay mode [11 - 16]. In [11 - 16], those papers’ 

problem have the same action that is mapping the problems to a non-linear integer programming or a 

binary integer optimal programming and adding some constraint, such as power constraint, 

interference constraint, then they proposed a greedy heuristic algorithm to solve those problems. In 

this thesis, we want to use overlay mode to model our problem, because we model this problem 

using operators’ view that don’t consider primary users’ interference. Many of literature to solve 

sharing problem such as game theoretical analysis [4], auction-based theory [5], but these literature 

focus on primary users and secondary users to share the same bands. However, in this thesis, we 

concentrate on primary band to locate idle time to network operators in a fix time period. We 

proposed two algorithms to solve this resource allocation problem. 

 

There are several research efforts on spectrum allocation in Cognitive radio technologies on the 

overlay mode. In the literature, some papers consider interference between primary users and 

secondary users with few SINR (signal- interference-plus-noise-ratio) constraints [8]. These papers 

constructed objective functions to maximize, with some conditions to mapping to problems that 

presented a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) optimization spectrum sharing model [6] 

or formulated a binary integer linear programming (BILP) model [7], trying to establish as many 

links between SUs as possible. Meanwhile, [9] put a suboptimal strategy for Cognitive Radio 

channel allocation, with the objective of maximizing the whole Cognitive Radio networks’ 

throughput. However, in [6], the MINLP model is an NP-hard problem and the solution algorithm 

complexity is relatively high. [7] never put any mathematic algorithm to solve its BILP model and 

had no standards to evaluate the performance of the solution solved by software LINGO. Most 

importantly, [6], [7], and [9] are not consider primary users activity, so these papers are not consider 

all of conditions which is one of the most important parameters in a cognitive radio networks.  

 

1.3 Motivation and Objective 
 

In Cognitive radio networks, primary users are not always using their own channel to 

communication, so secondary users can communication to other secondary users when the primary 

channel is vacated. First, we consider the operators’ traffic load which is collect by each operator of 

total transmission time that comes from secondary users’ data transmission time. Then, we assign 

channel to operators depends on operators’ traffic load and channel capacity. So, how to assign 

channels to operators is the crucial problem. This thesis will induce cloud computing architecture to 
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be our system model, which can help to assign channel from primary bands to operators. We solve 

the problem which is spectrum sharing among operators that is different from the related works 

which is spectrum sharing between primary users and secondary users. Then, the cloud servers 

execute algorithms which we proposed to satisfy each operator’s demand, and can be a low time 

complexity algorithm which will reach the optimal solution of objective function.  
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Chapter2. System Model and Assumptions 
In this chapter, we will describe the system model; introduce the definitions of the assumptions 

caused by primary users’ channel, secondary users’ transmission time, operators’ traffic load, 

allocation time window, and some constraints.  

2.1 System Model 
The system model of our problem used in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1, where there are 

some operators, several secondary users, and primary users. We split the secondary users into 

secondary transmitter and secondary receiver. Secondary transmitters transmit data on the channel. 

Secondary receivers are in the receiving mode, and can receive data from secondary transmitters.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: System Model 

2.2 Assumptions 
  

There are two modes in Cognitive radio networks for spectrum sharing between secondary users 

and primary users. One mode is called underlay, wherein secondary users and primary users can 
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coexist and share the same spectrum with each other in case the interference caused by secondary 

users is under the predefined threshold, but in this thesis, we don’t consider this mode, because when 

primary user come back to use the band, we called busy period which the secondary users cannot 

transmission on this channel. The other one is called overlay, wherein secondary users should stop 

transmission on the channel once primary users are detected [11]. In this thesis, we focus on the 

overlay mode. 

 Table 1 lists the notations used in this thesis. Let n denote the number of channels. We suppose 

those primary bands’ arrival process is Poisson process (                    
) and service time 

distribution is exponential distribution(                    
).  

So the idle time is     
 

    

 and busy time is     
 

           

 .The number of operators 

denote m. We assume each operator has    secondary pairs, where       . A channel can only 

allocate one operator, i.e. channel is non-overlapping.    is the set of channel number of     

operator. T is the cycle of allocating the channel to operator, and each operator’s users can obtain the 

most time in this scheduling.    is the allocation time window of channel j in the cycle T. Hence, 

     (
  

     
). B is the channel bandwidth. We suppose each SU pair                of the 

          where           Each      request a data size     , and the channel capacity can be 

obtain Shannon’s channel capacity formulation           (       ) , where       is given. 

Hence, we can get the data transmission time of      equal to  
   

   
 . The traffic load of operator 

  can be denoted    where       . Finally, we summation the data transmission time of SU pair 

will be the traffic load of the operator       ∑
   

   

  
    .Without loss the generation we suppose the 

traffic load of operator            for all                 . 

 

Table 1: A list of notations 

Symbol Meaning 

  The number of channels 

  The number of operators 

   The allocation time window of channel j in a cycle T 

   The set of channel number of     operator 

  The cycle of re-allocation time 
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   The primary user 

   The secondary user 

     The secondary pair from operator    to the SU j 

    The data size from operator   to the SU j 

    The channel capacity from operator to the SU j 

  The channel bandwidth 

      The SNR from operator I to the SU j 

   The idle time of PU channel j 

   The busy time of PU channel j 

    
 The arrival rate of PU channel j 

    
 The service rate of PU channel j 

   The traffic load of operator   in the cycle T 

    The channel capacity of channel j if assigned to operator    
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Chapter3. Problem Formulation 

3.1 Problem Mapping 
 

Our problem focus on how to efficiently assign the channels to the operators depends on the 

operators’ traffic load and channel capacity. In the brute force method, we have known solving our 

problem is an exponential time complexity method. If there are n channels and m operators, we need 

to spend       .So this section we want to map our problem to the 0-1 Multiple knapsack problem 

(MKP) [17], which is NP-hard problem, then we will propose two algorithms to solve this problem. 

But our problem has two different conditions from 0-1 MKP. First, in 0-1 MKP, profit of item is the 

same, but in our problem, the profit of item is mapping to the channel of channel capacity is not the 

same to operators. Second, in 0-1 MKP, the weight of item don’t excess the capacity of knapsacks, 

but in our problem, the weight of item is mapping to the allocation time window of channel in a 

cycle and the capacity of knapsack is mapping to the traffic load in a cycle, we allow the total 

allocation time of the operators can be excess the traffic load of the operator. Here Table 2 lists the 

mapping term in this thesis. 

 

Table 2: Mapping Table. 

My Problem 0-1 Multiple knapsack problem 

    : Traffic load in a cycle T Capacity of knapsack i  

 

    : Allocation time window of channel j in a cycle T Weight of item j  

 

     : channel capacity of channel j if assigned to 

operator i 

Profit of item j if assigned to knapsack 

i  
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3.2 Problem Formulation 
 

In this section, we formulate our problem. Base on the assumptions and system model analysis 

in last chapter. The problem of our interest is to control the total allocation time of each operator, and 

find out an optimal channel assignment of operators such that the total channel capacity of primary 

bands is maximized. The problem is formulated as follows: 

   ∑ ∑       
 
   

 
            (1) 

s.t. 

∑    
 
          {     }      (2) 

                    (3) 

   (∑      

 

   
   )         |∑      

 

   
   |              {     } 

(4) 

where 

     {
                                      

            
   (5) 

                                                              (6) 

Where constraint (2) represents that the channel of primary users can allocate only one operator 

and all of channels must be allocated to operators. Constraint (4) represent that the total allocation 

time of each operator compare with its traffic load, if the total allocation time subtracts the operator 

traffic load is less than zero, then we hope that the less value must be less than the operator traffic 

load multiply a parameter   which is defined in our simulation parameters such that when the output 

requirement of the assignment result should be guaranteed. 

In the following chapter, we will propose two assignment schemes to allocation the channels to 

operators to meet all the constraint above. 
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Chapter4. The Proposed Methods 
 In the previous chapter, we map our problem to 0-1 MKP, which is a NP-hard problem. But our 

problem has two differences with 0-1 MKP as we introduce in last chapter. In [17], we find out a 

Generalized Assignment problem (GAP) is also similar to our problem, but GAP which is also a 

NP-hard problem is more complicated than our problem. Hence, our problem can be classified as a 

NP-hard optimization problem, which cannot be solved in polynomial time. Many algorithms, which 

can be categorized into two algorithms: exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms, have been 

proposed to solve the 0-1 MKP and GAP [17]. In this chapter, we describe two optimal solutions 

with a basic greedy-heuristic algorithm. 

 

4.1 An optimization solution of the objection function 
To pursue the optimization solution of this objection function of the problem, we can find 

all of the possibilities of this problem of all of the constraints. This is a simple way to find the 

optimization solution of this problem, but it is a very high time complexity method. In this 

problem, if these are n channels and m operators, the all of the possibilities need to calculate 

   times, so it is not a good solution of this problem. Although, this method is a high time 

complexity, but it still provides us a simulation result which we compare in the next chapter. 

 

4.2 Algorithm1: Total Exchange Algorithm 
 

Table 3: Algorithm1 pseudo code 

  Algorithm1 pseudo code 

1 Initialize the sets of allocated channels for all users        for 

        and                  . Input data             . 

2 Check     ∑       ∑     

3        

4     Reset     ∑     
  

∑    
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5     Go to      

6        

7    Channel Allocation (Channel capacity) 

8    Channel Exchange (Total) 

9 Output result: 

10   ∑ ∑       
 
   

 
    

 

 

First, we show the first algorithm which is called total exchange algorithm. These are 10 lines of the 

total exchange algorithm architecture in Table 3. This table focus on solving when the total channel 

time is less than total traffic load, we handle with the less case into equal case that reduce the traffic 

load of each operator and reset it by proportion with its origin traffic load of each operator. Then we 

can focus on channel allocation and exchange part which we show as the following tables. 

 

Table 4: Channel allocation of Algorithm1 

 Algorithm1 pseudo code 

1          {     }   {     } 

2                   

3                    

4        (              )    

5              

6           

7         

 

 

In the Table 4, we allocation the channels to the maximum channel capacity which depends on the 

each operator. In the following tables, we will show how to use the result of Table 4 to continue 

channel allocation. 
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Table 5: Channel Exchange of Algorithm1 

 Algorithm1 pseudo code 

1          

2       ∑      
 
              

3            {                           } 

4                                                         

5                       

6                              

7                                                        

8                        

9                                     

10                  ∑                           

11                                          

12                                           

13         (    [           ])    

14                           

15             

16           

17           

 

 

In Table 5, we show how to channel exchange architecture. In one to seven lines of this table, we 

divide the operators into two parts; one is positive set which means the allocation time excess than 

the traffic load of the operator, the other is negative set which means the allocation time excess than 
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the traffic load of the operator. When the negative set is empty, than we finish our allocation 

algorithm. If the negative set is not empty, than we must do channel exchange which is using the 

positive set to meet the range that we defined in nine to ten lines, if we find the channels from the 

positive set than we can exchange the channel to the negative set. In eleven to seventeen lines, we 

use two for loops to check which channel set can be swap. 

 

Table 6: The detail of channel exchange in Channel Exchange of Algorithm1 

 Algorithm1 pseudo code 

1 initial data  

2 exchange channel sets {     } {   } 

3   How many operators join? One or many? 

4 case1. Only one operator 

5       {     }   {   }           

6     exchange channel set 

7     calculate the Lost value 

8   else 

9     reject 

10 case2. Many operators 

11   for each operator calculate       {      }      

12                     

13       Do nothing 

14     else 

15                        {          } 

16   case2.1                    

17        
     

            
      

18                           
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19       case2.1.1                     

20       case2.1.2                 

21       case2.1.3                   

22       case2.1.4                            

23       case2.1.5                               

24   calculate the Lost value 

25   subcase2.2                    

26     reject 

 

 

In the Table 6, we show the function of channel exchange which is defined in Table 5 the detail that 

using in the two levels for loops. In this table, we should know two initial data which are exchange 

channel sets and how many operators join this function, if only one operator join this function, then 

we check the sum of the throw set of channels subtracts the sum of the get set of channels whether 

less than the contribution of the positive operators or not. If the contribution is greater than the 

subtract result, than we can exchange the channel sets and calculate the lost value. If the above 

condition isn’t meet it, then we will reject this channel sets. Another condition is many operators 

joined, we should calculate each operator whether need to be allocated, and then we collect these 

operators which should be allocated to an allocation set. Next, we should deal with the number of get 

set greater than or equal the number of allocation set, so when enter this case that we divide into five 

subcases to handle all of conditions which only one subcase can be finished. In the above tables, we 

show the detail of total exchange algorithm. 

 

4.3 Algorithm2: Level Exchange Algorithm 
 

Table 7: Algorithm2 pseudo code 

  Algorithm2 pseudo code 

1 Initialize the sets of allocated channels for all users        for 

        and                  . Input data             . 
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2 Check     ∑       ∑     

3        

4     Reset     ∑     
  

∑    
     

5     Go to      

6        

7    Channel Allocation (Allocation time window & channel capacity) 

8    Channel Exchange (Level) 

9 Output result: 

10   ∑ ∑       
 
   

 
    

 

 

In this section, we show the second algorithm which is called level exchange algorithm. These are 

ten lines of the level exchange algorithm architecture in Table 7. This table focus on solving when 

the total channel time is less than total traffic load, we handle with the less case into equal case that 

is reduce the traffic load of each operator and reset it by proportion with its origin traffic load of each 

operator. This method is like the first algorithm and the output result is the same, too. Then we can 

focus on channel allocation and level exchange parts which we show as the following tables. 

 

 

Table 8: Channel Allocation of Algorithm2 

 Algorithm2 pseudo code 

1 Define: 

2     {     }   {     } 

3     {           } 

4              

5      {            }         

6                       

7                       
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8     (       [
 

 
]   )    

9                     

10                                                 

11       
          

12                
      

              

13                               

14               
      

                   
      

              

15                                        

16               
      

              

17                                          

18           

19         

 

 

In the Table 8, we show the detail of channel allocation function which is define in the Table 7. In 

this table, we allocate the channel depends on its maximum capacity of the operators, every operator 

is allocated one channel in an iteration that is also called a level allocation which means we allocate 

the channel level by level and in each level, every operator must be allocated unless the last iteration. 

If this channel assigns the operator which depends on the capacity of this channel, then we check 

three cases after allocating this channel. When the channel set is empty, the channel allocation 

function done. 

 

 

Table 9: Channel Exchange of Algorithm2 

 Algorithm2 pseudo code 

1         [                       ]    
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2                           

3                                              

4                            

5              [                       ] 

6             

7                                            

 

 

In the Table 9, we check the situation from the channel allocation function which is defined in the 

Table 8. When the result of channel allocation is out of the constraint of the problem, then we do 

channel exchange level by level from the last level to the first level. The channel exchange method is 

very simple; we interchange the number of operators of the channels of that level. If we finish the 

channel exchange function, but the channel set isn’t empty, then we allocate the channels of the 

channel set depends on the capacity of the channels. Its time complexity is much lower than the first 

algorithm which is an exponential time complexity. 
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Chapter5. Simulation Results 
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms and compare with the 

brute force method. We use C programming language to implement the proposed methods. In this 

chapter, we will introduce the parameter of simulations and the result of simulations will be shown. 

 

5.1 Parameter setting of simulations 
 In this section, we will show the parameters of used in our algorithms. This parameter is shown 

in Table 10. 

 

 

Table 10: Simulations and analysis parameters 

  The number of channels 20 

  The number of operators 3 

  The constraint of problem 1, 5, 10 

  The cycle of re-allocation time 1000 second 

  The channel bandwidth 6MHz 

   The noise power -100 dBm 

     The maximum signal power 50 mW 

    
 The arrival rate of PU channel j U(0,1) 

    
 The service rate of PU channel j (

    

 
)      

   The number of SU pair of operators [                 ] 
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5.2 Simulation Results 
 

We consider three scenarios according to different traffic intensity   and different sizes of data. 

In the three scenarios, we show each parameter of scenario setting in Table 11. 

 

 

Table 11: Traffic intensity and data size 

Scenario1 
      

 

 
 

                   

Scenario2  

 
     

 

 
 

                  

Scenario3  

 
      

                  

 

 

In the three scenarios, we show the simulation results in the figures of the three methods as follows. 
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Figure 2: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different scenarios when     
 

 

Figure 3: The percentage of two methods compare to brute-force at three scenarios when     
 

 

In the Figure2 and Figure 3, we combine sum rate of the three scenarios in a graph and show the sum 

rate of three methods at three scenarios when the constraint   is 1. We can see the result of these 

two figures, the sum rate of the Total-exchange algorithm is very close to the Brute-force method in 
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the all scenarios, but the sum rate of the Level-exchange algorithm only has the scenario 1 close to 

the optimal solution. The Level-exchange algorithm depends on the channel capacity of the channels, 

so the percentage of sum rate of scenario 2 and 3 are lower than the scenario 1. 

 

 

Figure 4: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different scenarios when     
 

 

Figure 5: The percentage of two methods compare to brute-force at three scenarios when     
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In the Figure4 and Figure 5, we combine sum rate of the three scenarios in a graph and show the sum 

rate of three methods at three scenarios when the constraint   is 5. We can see the result of these 

two figures, the sum rate of the Total-exchange algorithm is also very close to the Brute-force 

method in the all scenarios, comparing with the Figure2 and Figure3. The results of the 

Level-exchange algorithm are greater than the results of the Figure2 and Figure3. The 

Level-exchange algorithm also has the results which is not stable of the sum rate in the scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different scenarios when      
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Figure 7: The percentage of two methods compare to brute-force at three scenarios when      
 

In the Figure6 and Figure 7, we combine sum rate of the three scenarios in a graph and show the sum 

rate of three methods at three scenarios when the constraint   is 10. We can see the result of these 

two figures, the results of sum rate of the Total-exchange and the Level-exchange are greater than 

the Figure4 and Figure5. The Total-exchange algorithm is also very close to the Brute-force method 

in the all scenarios. The Level-exchange algorithm also has the same condition which is like the 

Figure4 and Figure5. 
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Figure 8: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different   in the Scenario 1 
 

 

 

Figure 9: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different   in the Scenario 2 
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Figure 10: The sum of channel capacity of three methods at different   in the Scenario 3 
 

 

In the Figure 8, 9, 10 we can see when the   from 1 to 10 the sum rate of three methods are 

ascend, the reason is when the lower range is greater the sum rate will be better, but it’s not fair to 

the traffic loads of the operators when the   from 1 to 10. The total exchange algorithm a very 

stable algorithm, because it find all of the exchangeable possibilities when the algorithm is executed 

in the channel exchange step, and it’s an exponential-time algorithm, but its time complexity is still 

lower than the brute force method. Then, the level exchange algorithm is sufficiently close to the 

sum rate of the brute force method in the three scenarios. Comparing with the total exchange 

algorithm, the sum rate of the level exchange algorithm is unstable. Because the level exchange 

algorithm is sensitive to the channels of channel capacity, but its time complexity isn’t an 

exponential-time algorithm. It is much faster than the total exchange algorithm, due to when we do 

channel exchange, the level exchange algorithm will exchange the channels level by level that will 

reduce the exchange effort. 
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Chapter6. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

In this thesis, we proposed two channel assignment algorithms to solve our problem and reduce 

the time complexity of the problem which is an NP-hard problem. One is called total exchange 

algorithm which is also an exponential-time algorithm -         comparing with the brute force 

method-       where m is the number of operators and n denoted the number of channels, the time 

complexity of total exchange algorithm is less than the brute force method, and the throughput of this 

algorithm is very close the optimal solution of our problem. The other one is called level exchange 

algorithm which is not an exponential-time algorithm –  ([
 

 
]    ) comparing with the brute 

force method and the total exchange algorithm, the time complexity significantly reduce than the 

other methods, so this algorithm is much faster than the others, and its throughput is also close the 

optimal solution of our problem.  

 

In the simulations, we compare throughputs of the algorithm of we proposed, and consider three 

scenarios. The result of simulations has shown that the throughput of our proposed methods not only 

reduce the time complexity but also close the optimal solution of our problem. 

 

Our algorithms can also extend to the other problem, such as the product scheduling in the 

Manufacturing Industry, or resource allocation problems … etc. In the future works, we can improve 

the throughputs of the algorithm and do the mathematical analysis for the methods. 
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